GamePlan
Leadership Birds
Overview:

Topic Area: Leadership

Length: 30min - 1hr

Deliverables: Leadership Style

Players: 10-30

Instructions

Game Board

Set Up:
1. Post an image of a Leadership
Bird in each corner of the room.
a. Parrot- Community oriented
b. Humming Bird- Action
oriented
c. Hawk- Vision oriented
d. Weaver-bird- Detail oriented
2. Explain each Leadership Bird
and the leadership style it
represents.
3. Talk about how they aren’t
mutually exclusive, and how we
each have the capacity for all of
them in us.
Gameplay:
1. Break out 1: Have people go to
the one they most identify with
and discuss what it is like to be
that type of a leader with a
couple folks there.
2. Break out 2: Have people go to
the one they least identify with
and discuss what it is like to
struggle with that type of
leadership style with people
there.
3. As a whole group discuss what
happened in the break outs.
a. What did people notice
about the distribution of
leadership styles in the
room?
b. What is the relationship
between different leadership
styles and the effectiveness of
your team?

Birds can be drawn or sketched to the best of your
ability, or you can ask an artistic friend to pre-draw
them for you if you like.
Be sure to label each bird with its leadership style!

Notes
Leadership Bird Styles:
Parrot: Community oriented leaders care about how
people feel and the inclusivity of the group.
Humming Bird: Action oriented leaders are always
on the go and masters of getting things done.
Hawk: Vision oriented leaders can see the big picture
and zoom in on how things fit together.
Weaver-bird: Detail oriented leaders take things apart
to see all of its pieces and thrive as planners.
Bonus: Map out the leadership styles on your team
using a grid set up like the picture above. Let people
place a dot anywhere on the grid and ask for an
explanation for each.
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